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Search for long-lived, massive particles in events with displaced vertices and missing transverse momentum in $\sqrt{s}=13$ TeV $pp$ collisions with the ATLAS detector
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A search for long-lived, massive particles predicted by many theories beyond the Standard Model is presented. The search targets final states with large missing transverse momentum and at least one high-mass displaced vertex with five or more tracks, and uses 32.8 fb$^{-1}$ of $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV $pp$ collision data collected by the ATLAS detector at the LHC. The observed yield is consistent with the expected background. The results are used to extract 95% C.L. exclusion limits on the production of long-lived gluinos with masses up to 2.37 TeV and lifetimes of $\mathcal{O}(10^{-2}) - \mathcal{O}(10)$ ns in a simplified model inspired by split supersymmetry.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The lack of explanation for the dark matter observed in the universe [1], the gauge hierarchy problem [2,3], and the lack of exact gauge coupling unification at high energies [4] all indicate that the Standard Model (SM) is incomplete and needs to be extended. Many attractive extensions of the SM have been proposed, but decades of searches have set severe constraints on the masses of promptly decaying particles predicted by these models. Searches targeting the more challenging experimental signatures of new long-lived particles (LLPs) have therefore become increasingly important and must be pursued at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC).

A number of beyond-SM (BSM) models predict the existence of massive particles with lifetimes in the picoseconds to nanoseconds range. Many of these particles would decay in the inner tracker volume of the experiments at the LHC. The decay products of such particles often contain several electrically charged particles, which can be reconstructed as tracks. If the LLP decays within the tracking volume but at a discernible distance from the interaction point (IP) of the incoming beams, a displaced vertex can be reconstructed by using dedicated tracking and vertexing techniques.

There are various mechanisms by which particles obtain significant lifetimes in BSM theories. The decays of such particles can be suppressed in so-called hidden valley models [5] where large barrier potentials reduce the rate of kinematically allowed decays. Long-lived particles also appear in models with small couplings, such as those often found in $R$-parity-violating supersymmetry (SUSY) [6,7]. Finally, decays via a highly virtual intermediate state also result in long lifetimes, as is the case for a simplified model inspired by split SUSY [8,9] used as a benchmark model for the search presented here. In this model, the supersymmetric partner of the gluon, the gluino ($\tilde{g}$), is kinematically accessible at LHC energies while the SUSY partner particles of the quarks, the squarks ($\tilde{q}$), have masses that are several orders of magnitude larger. Figure 1 shows pair production of gluinos decaying to two quarks and the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP), assumed to be the lightest neutralino ($\tilde{\chi}^0_1$). The $\tilde{g} \rightarrow q\bar{q}\tilde{\chi}^0_1$ decay is suppressed as it proceeds via a highly virtual squark. Depending on the scale of the squark mass, the gluino lifetime can be picoseconds or longer, which is above the hadronization threshold.
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time scale. Therefore, the long-lived gluino, which transforms as a color octet, is expected to hadronize with SM particles and form a bound color-singlet state known as an R-hadron [10].

This search utilizes the ATLAS detector and attempts to reconstruct the decays of massive R-hadrons as displaced vertices (DVs). The analysis searches for LLP decays occurring O(1–100) mm from the reconstructed primary vertex (PV) and is sensitive to decays of both electrically charged and neutral states emerging from the PV. The analysis targets final states with at least one DV with a high reconstructed mass and a large track multiplicity in events with large missing transverse momentum $E_T^{\text{miss}}$. This analysis builds on that of Ref. [11] where the ATLAS Collaboration set limits on such processes using 8 TeV $pp$ collisions from the LHC. In Run 2 of the LHC starting in 2015, the increased center-of-mass energy of $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV gives significant increases in the production cross sections of heavy particles, providing extended mass sensitivity compared to previous searches. Decays of new, long-lived particles have been searched for in a variety of experimental settings. These include studies by ATLAS [12–21], CMS [22–29], LHCb [30–33], CDF [34], DØ [35,36], BABAR [37], Belle [38], and ALEPH [39]. The searches involve a range of experimental signatures, including final states with leptons, jets, and combinations thereof. Dedicated techniques make use of nonpointing or delayed photons, as well as tracking, energy, and timing measurements of the long-lived particle itself until it decays.

The experimental apparatus is described in Secs. II, and III discusses the data set and simulations used for this analysis. The special reconstruction algorithms and event selection criteria are presented in Sec. IV. Section V discusses the sources of backgrounds relevant to this search and the methods employed to estimate the expected yields. The sensitivity to experimental and theoretical uncertainties of the analysis is described in Sec. VI. Section VII presents the results and their interpretations.

II. ATLAS DETECTOR

The ATLAS experiment [40,41] at the LHC is a multipurpose particle detector with a forward-backward-symmetric cylindrical geometry and a near 4$\pi$ coverage in solid angle. The detector consists of several layers of subdetectors. From the IP outwards there is an inner tracking detector (ID), electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, and a muon spectrometer (MS). The ID extends from a cylindrical radius of about 33 mm to 1100 mm and to $|z|$ of about 3100 mm, and is immersed in a 2 T axial magnetic field. It provides tracking for charged particles within the pseudorapidity region $|\eta| < 2.5$. At small radii, silicon pixel layers and stereo pairs of silicon microstrip detectors provide high-resolution position measurements. The pixel system consists of four barrel layers and three forward disks on either side of the IP. The barrel pixel layers, which are positioned at radii of 33.3 mm, 50.5 mm, 88.5 mm, and 122.5 mm are of particular relevance to this work. The silicon microstrip tracker (SCT) comprises four double layers in the barrel and nine forward disks on either side. The radial position of the innermost (outermost) SCT barrel layer is 299 mm (514 mm). The final component of the ID, the transition-radiation tracker (TRT), is positioned at larger radii, with coverage up to $|\eta| = 2.0$.

The calorimeter provides coverage over the range $|\eta| < 4.9$. It consists of an electromagnetic calorimeter based on lead and liquid argon with coverage for $|\eta| < 3.2$ and a hadronic calorimeter. Hadronic calorimetry in the region $|\eta| < 1.7$ uses steel absorbers and scintillator tiles as the active medium. Liquid-argon calorimetry with copper absorbers is used in the hadronic end-cap calorimeters, which cover the region $1.5 < |\eta| < 3.2$. A forward calorimeter using copper and tungsten absorbers with liquid argon completes the calorimeter coverage up to $|\eta| = 4.9$.

The MS consists of three large superconducting toroid systems each containing eight coils and a system of trigger and precision tracking chambers, which provide trigger and tracking capabilities in the range $|\eta| < 2.4$ and $|\eta| < 2.7$, respectively. A two-level trigger system is used to select events [42]. The first-level trigger is implemented in custom electronics and uses information from the MS trigger chambers and the calorimeters. This is followed by a software-based high-level trigger system, which runs reconstruction algorithms similar to those used in off-line reconstruction. Combined, the two levels reduce the 40 MHz bunch-crossing rate to approximately 1 kHz of events saved for further analysis.

III. DATA SET AND SIMULATED EVENTS

The experimental data used in this paper are from proton-proton ($pp$) collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV collected in 2016 at the LHC. After applying requirements on detector status and data quality, the integrated luminosity of the sample corresponds to 32.8 fb$^{-1}$. The uncertainty in the 2016 integrated luminosity is 2.2%. It is derived, following a methodology similar to that detailed in Ref. [43], from a calibration of the luminosity scale using $x$-$y$ beam-separation scans performed in May 2016. The events in this data set have an average of 25 simultaneous $pp$ interactions in the same bunch crossing.

This search makes use of a number of signal Monte Carlo (MC) samples to determine the efficiency.
for selecting signal events and the associated uncertainty. In each sample, gluinos were pair produced in $pp$ collisions and then hadronized, forming metastable $R$-hadrons. The gluino contained in each $R$-hadron later decays to SM quarks and a neutralino as shown in Fig. 1. The mass of the gluino ($m_{\tilde{g}}$) in the simulated samples is between 400 and 2000 GeV, its lifetime $\tau$ varies from 0.01 to 50 ns, and the neutralino mass $m_{\tilde{\chi}}$ ranges from 100 GeV to $m_{\tilde{g}} - 30$ GeV. To evaluate signal efficiencies for lifetimes not simulated, events in the produced samples are reweighted to different lifetimes. The samples were simulated with PYTHIA 6.428 [44]. The ATLAS detector simulation [55] is based on GEANT4 [56], and dedicated routines are employed to simulate interactions of $R$-hadrons with matter [48,57,58]. The model used assumes an $R$-hadron–nucleon cross section on the order of 10 mb per nucleon for each light valence quark of the $R$-hadron, varying slightly with the boost of the bound system [58]. For glueball-like states ($\tilde{g}\tilde{g}$), the interaction cross section is assumed to be the same as for the mesonlike states ($\tilde{g}\tilde{q}\tilde{q}$). The per-parton interaction probability is roughly inversely proportional to the squared parton mass, rendering the interactions of the gluinos themselves negligible. For the glueball-like states, $g \rightarrow \tilde{g}\tilde{q}$ transitions create an effective mass for the gluon similar to that of the mesonlike states [48].

The decay of the $R$-hadron is simulated by a modified version of PYTHIA 6.428 and includes the three-body decay of the gluino, fragmentation of the remnants of the light-quark system, and hadronization of the decay products. In all signals considered, the kinematics of the decay products are determined primarily by the mass of the gluino and the kinematics of the $R$-hadron it is contained in.

$R$-hadron production was simulated using PYTHIA 6.428; however, it is not expected to accurately model the initial-state radiation (ISR) or final-state radiation (FSR). To obtain a more accurate description of these effects, MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO 2.2.3 [59] was used to generate additional samples of $\tilde{g}\tilde{g}$ production at leading order with up to two additional partons in the matrix element, and interfaced to the PYTHIA 8.186 parton shower model, with the A14 [60] set of tuned parameters together with the NNPDF2.3LO [61] PDF set. The distribution of the transverse momentum $p_T$ of the $\tilde{g}\tilde{g}$ system simulated with PYTHIA 6 is reweighted to match the distribution obtained for corresponding MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO samples.

All MC samples include simulation of additional $pp$ interactions in the detector from the same or nearby bunch crossings, referred to as pileup. These additional inelastic $pp$ interactions that occur in the detector were generated using PYTHIA 8.186 [62] tuned with the A2 parameter set [63] and overlaid with the hard-scattering event. Simulated events are reconstructed using the same algorithms used for the collision data.

### IV. RECONSTRUCTION AND EVENT SELECTION

While the reconstruction of DV candidates makes use of the ID, the entirety of the ATLAS detector is used to reconstruct the jets and $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ in each event, thereby providing additional discrimination between signal and background. Hadronic jets are reconstructed from calibrated three-dimensional topo clusters [64] using the anti-$k_T$ jet clustering algorithm [65,66] with a radius parameter of 0.4. Jet candidates are initially calibrated assuming their energy depositions originate from electromagnetic showers, and then corrected by scaling their four-momenta to the energies of their constituent particles [67–70]. Electrons, photons, and muons are also reconstructed and calibrated, although no explicit requirements are placed on them in this search. The $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ is calculated using all calibrated objects as well as those reconstructed tracks not associated with these objects. The latter contribution accounts for potential diffuse, low-$p_T$ imbalances [71,72].

#### A. Reconstruction of displaced tracks and vertices

In the standard ATLAS tracking algorithm [73], triplets of hits in the pixel and/or the SCT detectors are used to seed the track finding. By adding further hits along the seed trajectories, track candidates are fitted and subsequently extrapolated into the TRT. This algorithm places constraints
on the transverse and longitudinal impact parameters of track candidates with respect to the PV\(^2\) (\(|d_0| < 10\) mm and \(|z_0| < 250\) mm, respectively). These constraints result in low efficiency for reconstructing tracks originating from a DV, as such tracks typically have a larger transverse impact parameter than those emerging from the interaction point.

In order to recover tracks from DVs, an additional large-radius tracking (LRT) algorithm pass \([74]\) is performed, using only hits not already associated with tracks reconstructed by the standard tracking algorithm. Requirements on the impact parameters are relaxed, allowing tracks to have \(|d_0| < 300\) mm and \(|z_0| < 1500\) mm. Furthermore, requirements on the number of hits shared by several tracks are slightly relaxed. The tracks from the standard processing and the LRT processing are treated as a single collection in the subsequent reconstruction steps.

Tracks satisfying \(p_T > 1\) GeV are selected for the DV reconstruction. In order to remove fake tracks, a track is discarded if it simultaneously has no TRT hits and fewer than two pixel hits. Tracks with fewer than two pixel hits are therefore required to fall within the TRT acceptance of \(|\eta| < 2\). Tracks are also required to have \(|d_0| > 2\) mm in order to reject tracks that originate from the PV and from most short-lived particles, such as \(b\)-hadrons. This last requirement also ensures that the track from an electrically charged LLP will not be associated with the DV.

The DV reconstruction algorithm starts by finding two-track seed vertices from pairs of selected tracks. Seed vertices with a high quality of fit are retained. Both tracks of a seed vertex are required to not have hits in pixel layers at smaller radii than the seed vertex, and to have a hit in the nearest pixel or SCT layer at larger radius. If the seed vertex position is inside or within several millimeters of a tracker layer, hits of that particular layer are neither forbidden nor required. Kinematic requirements on the direction of the vector sum of the momenta of the tracks associated with the seed vertex are applied to make sure it is consistent with the decay of a particle originating from the PV.

At this stage, a track can be associated with multiple two-track seed vertices. In order to resolve such ambiguities, an iterative process based on the incompatibility graph approach \([75]\) is applied. After this procedure, each track is associated with at most one seed vertex.

Multitrack DVs are then formed iteratively using the collection of seed vertices. For a given seed vertex \(V_1\), the algorithm finds the seed vertex \(V_2\) that has the smallest value of \(d/\sigma_d\), where \(d\) is the three-dimensional distance between \(V_1\) and \(V_2\), and \(\sigma_d\) is the estimated uncertainty in \(d\). If \(d/\sigma_d < 3\), a single DV is formed from all the tracks of both seed vertices and the merged vertex is refitted. The merging is repeated until no other compatible seed vertices are found. Simultaneously, the significance of each track’s association with its vertex is evaluated upon merging, and poorly associated tracks not satisfying additional criteria are removed before the vertex is refitted. This procedure is repeated until no other tracks fail to meet these criteria. Finally, DVs separated by less than 1 mm are combined and refitted. DV candidates are only considered in this search if they fall in the fiducial volume \(R = \sqrt{x^2 + y^2} < 300\) mm and \(|z| < 300\) mm.

Figure 2 shows the DV reconstruction efficiency, defined as the probability for a true LLP decay to be matched with a reconstructed DV fulfilling the vertex preselection criteria (described in Sec. IV C) as a function of \(R\). The improvement with respect to standard tracking at large radii is shown in Fig. 2(a), while Fig. 2(b) shows how the efficiency of the LRT-based DV reconstruction depends on the mass difference \(\Delta m = m_\text{LLP} - m_\text{neut}\). With larger mass

---

\(^2\)The PV is required to have at least two associated tracks and satisfy \(|z| < 200\) mm. If several exist, the vertex with the largest \(\sum(p_T^{\text{track}})^2\) is selected.
difference, more and higher $p_T$ particles are produced in the gluino decay, which increases the reconstruction efficiency of the DV.

**B. Material-dominated regions and the effect of disabled detector modules**

An important background in any search for displaced vertices comes from hadronic interactions in material-rich regions of the detector [76,77]. In order to suppress this background, a map defining regions with known material is constructed by studying the positions of DVs in $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV minimum-bias data. The map is used to reject vertices within the material regions. In these studies, the vertices from the long-lived SM hadrons $K_S$ and $\Lambda^0$ are vetoed by discarding vertices that match their expected track multiplicities and reconstructed masses. The application of the map-based veto significantly reduces the contribution from hadronic interactions at the cost of discarding approximately 42% of the fiducial volume. The material map is visualized in Fig. 3, in which the locations of the observed vertices failing this veto are projected onto the $x-y$ and $R-z$ planes.

In addition to the material veto map, a veto is applied to reject vertices in regions sensitive to the effect of disabled pixel modules. This requirement discards 2.3% of the total fiducial volume.

**C. Event and vertex selections**

All events used in this analysis must satisfy the following selection requirements. First, the data were passed through a filter during prompt reconstruction and were made available in a raw data format in order to facilitate the special processing with dedicated track and DV reconstruction required by this analysis. This initial filtering, used as a common preselection for several searches that require special reconstruction, includes requirements on an $E_T^{\text{miss}}$, multijet, or single-lepton trigger. For the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$-triggered events used in the signal region (SR) of this search, an additional requirement is imposed on hadronic $E_T^{\text{miss}}$, a quantity similar to $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ but with all clusters of energy deposited in the calorimeter calibrated as if they come from hadrons. The filtering of the first 75% of the data set also required the presence of one trackless$^3$ jet with $p_T > 70$ GeV or two trackless jets with $p_T > 25$ GeV, and hadronic $E_T^{\text{miss}} > 130$ GeV. For the last 25% of the data set, the trackless jet requirement was removed and hadronic $E_T^{\text{miss}} > 180$ GeV was required instead. This change was made in order to improve sensitivity for low-$\Delta m$ signal scenarios [78–80], which are unlikely to give rise to jets with high $p_T$ from the displaced decays. The MC events used in this analysis were processed separately in two subsamples with sizes proportional to the integrated luminosities of the two subsamples.

Additional detector-level quality requirements are applied, vetoing events that are affected by calorimeter noise, data corruption, or other effects occurring at the time the data were recorded. Events are required to have at least one PV. To mitigate the contamination of high-$E_T^{\text{miss}}$ events from noncollision background (NCB) processes such as beam halo, additional quality requirements are placed on the leading jet in each event. These requirements use the longitudinal calorimeter-sampling profile of these jets to select for high-$p_T$ hadronic activity originating within the detector volume and reduce NCB contributions to at most 10% early in the event selection. Together with the requirement that such events contain a DV candidate, these criteria

---

$^3$A jet is considered trackless if $\sum p_T^{\text{track}} < 5$ GeV, where the sum is taken over all tracks reconstructed in the first reconstruction pass matched to both the PV and the jet.
are called the event preselection and, along with additional DV requirements, are used in the construction of the control region (CR).

To further improve signal sensitivity, the full event selection criteria that are used in the construction of the SR require that the event be recorded by an $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ trigger and satisfy $E_{T}^{\text{miss}} > 250$ GeV. This last requirement ensures that the events are in the plateau of the efficiency turn-on curve for both the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ trigger and the requirement on the hadronic $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ described above.

The DV candidates are required to satisfy the following conditions, referred to as the vertex preselection:

1. The vertex position must be within the fiducial volume $R < 300$ mm and $|z| < 300$ mm.
2. The vertex must be separated by at least 4 mm in the transverse plane from all reconstructed PVs.
3. The vertex must not be in a region that is material rich or affected by disabled detector modules, as described in Sec. IV B.
4. The vertex fit must have $\chi^2/N_{\text{DOF}} < 5$.

These vertex preselection criteria ensure high-quality measurements of the DV properties and reduce the number of vertices from instrumental effects. Vertices satisfying these criteria are used in the background estimation. For the final vertex selection used in the SR of this search, vertices are required to have at least five associated tracks and a reconstructed invariant mass $m_{\text{DV}} > 10$ GeV. These stricter requirements allow the use of vertices with lower mass and 3–4 tracks for building and validating background estimates, and give a low-background search with good signal sensitivities for a large part of the parameter space for the models of interest.

Figure 4 shows the acceptance times efficiency ($A \times \varepsilon$) of the SR, for several benchmark signal models. In Fig. 4(a), the $A \times \varepsilon$ is shown for models with different gluino and neutralino masses but fixed lifetime of 1 ns. The $A \times \varepsilon$ depends strongly on the gluino-neutralino mass difference, which is directly proportional to the visible DV mass. For models with $m_{\tilde{g}} > 1.5$ TeV and $\Delta m > 1$ TeV, the search presented here attains an acceptance times efficiency of as much as 40%. For models with $\Delta m \lesssim 100$ GeV the $A \times \varepsilon$ is 5% or lower. In Fig. 4(b), $\Delta m$ is fixed at 100 GeV while the lifetime $\tau$ is varied within $0.01 \text{ ns} < \tau < 10 \text{ ns}$. The $A \times \varepsilon$ is highest for lifetimes around 0.1 ns [corresponding to decay lengths of $O(10)$ mm]. Signal models with low $\Delta m$ are less likely to pass both the event- and vertex-level requirements, due to lower intrinsic $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ and smaller visible DV mass.

V. BACKGROUND PROCESSES AND THEIR ESTIMATED YIELDS

Given the requirements on the mass ($m_{\text{DV}} > 10$ GeV) and track multiplicity ($n_{\text{tracks}} \geq 5$) placed on the DV candidates in the SR, there is no irreducible background from SM processes. The entirety of the background expected for this search is instrumental in origin. Three sources of such backgrounds are considered in the analysis. Hadronic interactions can give rise to DVs far from the interaction point, especially where there is material in the detector, support structures, and services. Decays of short-lived SM particles can occur close to each other and be combined into high-mass vertices with large track multiplicities, in particular in the regions closest to the beams. Finally, low-mass vertices from decays of SM particles or hadronic interactions can be promoted to higher mass if accidentally crossed by an unrelated track at a large angle. Each source of background is estimated with a dedicated method, and is separately evaluated in 12 radial detector regions divided approximately by material structures in the ID volume within the fiducial region.

4The boundaries for these regions are at $R = 22, 25, 29, 38, 46, 73, 84, 111, 120, 145, 180,$ and 300 mm.
To retain a large number of DVs, the estimates below are performed on events satisfying the event preselection criteria. To obtain a final estimate for the SR, an additional event selection transfer factor $c_{5\text{SR}} = \left(5.1 \pm 2.5\right) \times 10^{-3}$ is applied. This factor is determined by measuring the efficiency of the full event selection with respect to the preselection. The events used for calculating $c_{5\text{SR}}$ are required to have a DV candidate satisfying the vertex preselection. This method relies on the assumption that the mass and track multiplicity distributions of the DVs do not depend on the quantities used in the event selection, which was demonstrated in data to hold within uncertainties. An additional factor $\kappa$ is applied to account for the potential effect of obtaining multiple DVs per event but is found to be consistent with 1.0 for the region of DV properties probed in this search.

### A. Hadronic interactions

As discussed in Sec. IV, the bulk of the hadronic interactions occur in detector regions with dense material, and these are rejected using the material map. However, residual hadronic interactions may survive the selections, either due to imperfections in the material map or from interactions with gas molecules in regions without solid material. The low-mass region of the $m_{\text{DV}}$ distribution is dominated by hadronic interactions. Therefore, to estimate this background in the SR, the $m_{\text{DV}}$ distribution in the region $m_{\text{DV}} < 10$ GeV is fit to an exponential distribution and extrapolated to the SR with $m_{\text{DV}} > 10$ GeV. The assumptions made by this method and the related uncertainties are discussed in Sec. VI.

### B. Merged vertices

The high density of vertices at small radii and the last step of the DV reconstruction, where vertices are combined if they are separated by less than 1 mm, could result in the merging of two DVs with low masses and track multiplicities into a single DV with significantly higher mass and track multiplicity. To quantify this contribution, vertices from distinct events are randomly merged. The distribution of the distance $d(V_1, V_2)$ between two 2-track or 3-track vertices $V_1$ and $V_2$ is studied. To obtain a large sample of reference DV pairs, $d(V_1, V_2)$ is measured in a sample in which $V_1$ and $V_2$ are taken from different events. This sample is then compared to the sample constructed only from pairs of vertices appearing in the same event. Each of the vertices in these pairs is required to satisfy the DV preselection criteria, and their combined mass is required to be greater than 10 GeV. The resulting distributions are shown in Fig. 5(a) for pairs of 2-track vertices $(2+2)$ and 5(b) for the case of a 2-track vertex paired with a 3-track vertex $(2+3)$. To extract an estimate of the number of SR vertices merged during DV reconstruction, the different-event distribution is normalized to the same-event distribution in the region $d(V_1, V_2) > 1$ mm, and the estimated contribution from merged vertices is given by the scaled template’s integral for $d(V_1, V_2) < 1$ mm.

It is found that the $z$ positions of $V_1$ and $V_2$ in the same-event sample are correlated, since they are likely to originate from the same hard-scatter primary vertex. Naturally, this effect is absent in the different-event sample. As a result, the distributions of the longitudinal distance between the vertices in the different-event and same-event samples differ by up to 30% at low values of $d(V_1, V_2)$. To correct for this difference between the two samples, the DV pairs in the different-event sample are reweighted to match the distribution of distances in $z$ in the same-event sample before the yield for $d(V_1, V_2) < 1$ mm is extracted. After applying the weights, the model distribution of the three-dimensional distance $d(V_1, V_2)$ agrees well with that of the
same-event sample in the studied range of $d(V_1, V_2) < 120$ mm. This reweighting procedure is applied in the distributions shown in Figure 5.

The background from merged DV pairs with $d(V_1, V_2) < 1$ mm and $n_{\text{tracks}} \geq 5$ tracks is estimated from DV pairs where one DV has two tracks and the other has three tracks. This background is found to be orders of magnitude smaller than the accidental-crossing background discussed below. The background from the merging of two 3-track vertices or a 2-track and a 4-track DV is determined to be negligible compared to other sources for higher track multiplicities.

C. Accidental crossing of vertices and tracks

The final and dominant source of background in the SR for this search is low-mass vertices crossed by an unrelated track in the event. It is common for such crossings to occur at large angles with respect to the distance vector that points from the PV to the DV. This significantly increases the mass of the DV. In order to estimate the contribution from this effect, $(n + 1)$-track vertices are constructed by adding a pseudotrack to $n$-track vertices from the data. The pseudotrack is given track parameters drawn randomly from track templates, extracted separately for each radial detector region. These templates are constructed using all tracks associated with DV candidates satisfying $n_{\text{tracks}} \geq 3$ and $m_{\text{DV}} > 3$ GeV found in events passing the event preselection. The templates contain the track $p_T$, $\eta$, and relative azimuthal angle $\Delta \phi$ with respect to the distance vector. In order to model the effect of high-angle crossings, pseudotacks drawn from the templates are required to be at an angle larger than $\sqrt{(\Delta \eta)^2 + (\Delta \phi)^2} = 1$ with respect to the distance vector.

To normalize the prediction from the model constructed by this method, the probability of an accidentally crossing track to become associated with the DV is extracted by comparing the sample of 3-track vertices seen in the data to the $(2 + 1)$-track vertices from the model in the $m_{\text{DV}} > 10$ GeV region. This probability is referred to as the crossing factor and is extracted separately for each radial detector region. Figure 6 shows the resulting $(2 + 1)$-track predictions from the model along with the 3-track vertices for two selected radial regions. The observed differences in shape between the model and the data are used in Sec. VI to assess an uncertainty in the background estimates from the model. These crossing factors are used to project from an $n$-track CR to an $(n + 1)$-track region for events passing the event preselection.

D. Validation of background estimation techniques

To ensure that the methods described above reliably model the backgrounds, two validation regions are constructed and used to test their predictions. The two regions are designed to be free of significant contamination from any signal considered in this analysis. In a low-$E_T^{\text{miss}}$ validation region, denoted VRLM, the performance of these methods for vertices with exactly four tracks is studied as an intermediate point between the 3-track CR and the $\geq 5$-track SR. The VRLM event selection requires $E_T^{\text{miss}} < 150$ GeV and that the minimum azimuthal angle between the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ vector and all reconstructed jets, $\Delta \phi_{\text{min}}(E_T^{\text{miss}}, \text{jets})$, is less than 0.75. These requirements sufficiently reduce the contribution from the considered signal processes that are not excluded by previous searches [11]. The background estimate extracted from the CR is scaled to account for the efficiency $\epsilon_{\text{VRLM}}$ of the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ and
Δφ_{min}(E^\text{miss}_T \cdot \text{jets}) requirements to predict the background in VRLM. Since studies in data show that the m_DV and n_{tracks} distributions are independent of these event-level quantities, \( \epsilon_{\text{VRLM}} \) is extracted in a sample with 3-track vertices and applied to the 4-track prediction. It is found to be \( \epsilon_{\text{VRLM}} = (56 \pm 6)\% \).

Additional validation of the background estimation methods is done in a material-enriched validation region, VRM. Here, the material veto is inverted and vertices satisfying the other vertex preselection criteria are studied. Due to the abundance of hadronic interactions in this region, it contains many more vertices than VRLM. Since accidental track crossings also happen to vertices from hadronic interactions, this region can be used to validate the accidental-crossing background estimation method. An independent set of crossing factors is derived and applied in this validation region, and their values are found to be similar to those extracted in the samples where the material-rich regions are vetoed.

In both VRLM and VRM, the yields predicted by the background estimation methods are shown in Table I.

### E. Final expected yields

The predicted background yields in the various selections are listed in Table I. The yields are shown separately for each of the estimation methods along with the total for each region. Also shown is the final expected yield in the SR after the application of the scaling factors described above. The total SR prediction from the sum of all background sources is 0.02^{+0.02}_{-0.01} events, where the total uncertainty includes both the statistical and systematic uncertainties.

### VI. UNCERTAINTIES

The estimation of the hadronic interaction background described in Sec. VA relies on the assumption that the mass spectra of such contributions follow an exponential shape. This assumption is tested using interaction vertices in the GEANT4-based simulations described in Sec. III. Based on studies of the deviations from an exponential shape seen in the simulation, an uncertainty of \(-100\% \) and \(+300\% \) is applied to the component of the total background from hadronic interactions. The size of this uncertainty is taken...
as the largest deviation observed in all track multiplicities for vertices with $m_{DV} > 10$ GeV in simulation.

The background in the SR due to merged vertices (Sec. V B) is estimated to be very small with respect to the total background. By comparing the same-event data and different-event model for $(2 + 3)$-track DV pairs, the largest statistically significant discrepancy in any bin in the studied range is observed to be 60%. To be conservative, the systematic uncertainty for this subdominant background is taken to be 100%.

Uncertainties associated with the contribution from low-mass vertices crossed accidentally by an unrelated track (Sec. V C) are dominated by the uncertainty of the extracted crossing factors. By varying the choice of $m_{DV}$ threshold used for the normalization of the spectra from the background model by $\pm 5$ GeV (with respect to the nominal 10 GeV), an uncertainty is extracted. Since the crossing factors are derived and applied separately for each radial detector region, their uncertainties are as well. The size of the resulting uncertainty for the accidentally crossing track contributions is 10%–20% depending on the radial detector region.

Finally, the event selection transfer factor $\epsilon_{SR}$ and the correction $\kappa$ from event level to vertex level, described in Sec. V, also have associated uncertainties. Both of these uncertainties are derived by varying the kinematic requirements for the vertices. Varying the vertex-level requirements used in these calculations results in uncertainties of 50% in $\epsilon_{SR}$ and 16% in $\kappa$. Since these factors are applied to all background contributions to obtain a final SR estimate, these uncertainties propagate directly to the final estimate.

While the background uncertainties and expectations are derived from data, additional modeling uncertainties that only affect the signal efficiencies are considered and derived by varying parameters used in the simulation and reconstruction. The effect of varying the amount of simulated pileup within its modeling uncertainty is a few percent for high-$\Delta m$ samples, and up to 10% for small-$\Delta m$ samples. To estimate the size of the uncertainty due to ISR modeling, the size of the reweighting of PYTHIA 6 to MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO as described in Sec. III is taken as an additional systematic uncertainty. This effect corresponds to an uncertainty of a few percent in the signal efficiency for high-$\Delta m$ models. However, for low-$\Delta m$ samples, where the intrinsic $E_T^{miss}$ is smaller, the signal acceptance depends heavily on radiation effects. For these models, the uncertainty in the ISR modeling yields an uncertainty of as much as 25% in the acceptance.

The uncertainty in the signal efficiency due to variations in the track and DV reconstruction efficiency is determined to be 5%–10% by randomly removing tracks at a rate given by the expected tracking inefficiency. Additional uncertainties related to the trigger efficiency, the jet energy scale and resolution, as well as the reconstruction of the $E_T^{miss}$, are evaluated and found to be negligible with respect to the leading uncertainties. No additional uncertainty is considered for the modeling of the production of $R$-hadrons and their interactions with matter. Decays of electrically charged and neutral LLPs are reconstructed as displaced vertices in the ID with similar efficiencies, so this search is less sensitive to the fraction of charged states after hadronization compared to those based on direct-detection signatures. Since the amount of material traversed before a decay in the ID is small, the sensitivity to uncertainties in the per-parton cross section for hadronic interactions is negligible.

**VII. RESULTS**

The final yields for all regions used in this analysis are shown in Table II. The observed yields are consistent with the expected background in the validation regions, where VRLM contains 9 vertices ($9 \pm 2$ expected) and VRM contains 177 vertices ($150 \pm 60$ expected). The two-dimensional distribution of $m_{DV}$ and track multiplicity is shown in Fig. 7 for events that satisfy the full event-level selection. The final SR yields are highlighted, with 0 events observed ($0.02^{+0.02}_{-0.01}$ expected).

In the absence of a statistically significant excess in the data, exclusion limits are placed on $R$-hadron models.

**Table II.** The observed number of vertices for the control and validation regions are shown along with the background expectations. The last row shows the expected and observed signal region event yields.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selection</th>
<th>Subregion</th>
<th>Estimated</th>
<th>Observed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Event preselection $n_{ak} = 3$, $m_{DV} &gt; 10$ GeV</td>
<td>VRLM</td>
<td>9 ± 2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VRM</td>
<td>150 ± 60</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event preselection $n_{ak} = 4$, $m_{DV} &gt; 10$ GeV</td>
<td>5-tracks</td>
<td>2.2 ± 0.9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6-tracks</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≥7-tracks</td>
<td>1 ± 1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4 ± 1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event preselection $n_{ak} \geq 5$, $m_{DV} &gt; 10$ GeV</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0.02 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These 95% confidence-level (C.L.) upper limits are calculated following the CLs prescription [81] with the profile likelihood used as the test statistic, using the HISTFITTER [82] framework with pseudoexperiments. Upper limits on the cross section for gluino pair production as a function of gluino lifetime are shown in Fig. 8 for example values of $m_{\tilde{g}}$ and $m_{\tilde{\chi}_1^0} = 100$ GeV. Also shown are the signal production cross sections for these gluino masses. Reduced signal selection efficiencies for low-$\Delta m$ samples result in less stringent cross-section limits. For $\Delta m = 100$ GeV, the limits are shown in Fig. 9. Lower limits on the gluino mass are also shown as a function of gluino lifetime in Figs. 8 and 9. DV-level fiducial volume and PV-distance requirements reduce the exclusion power in the high and low extremes of gluino lifetime. Similarly, for a fixed gluino lifetime of $\tau = 1$ ns, 95% C.L. exclusion curves are
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**FIG. 7.** Two-dimensional distributions of $m_{DV}$ and track multiplicity are shown for DVs in events that satisfy all signal region event selection criteria. Bin numbers correspond to the observations in data, while the color representation shows example distributions for two $R$-hadron signals used as benchmark models in this search. The dashed line represents the boundary of the signal region requirements, and the expected signal yield in this region is shown.

![Fig. 8](image2.png)

**FIG. 8.** Upper 95% C.L. limits on the signal cross section are shown in (a) for $m_\tilde{g} = 1400$ GeV and $m_\tilde{\chi}_1^0 = 2000$ GeV as a function of lifetime $\tau$, for fixed $m_\tilde{\chi}_1^0 = 100$ GeV. Horizontal lines denote the $g\tilde{g}$ production cross section for the same values of $m_\tilde{g}$, shown with uncertainties on $\sigma_{SUSY}^{\text{theory}}$ given by variations of the renormalization and factorization scales, and PDF uncertainties. The lower limit on $m_\tilde{g}$ for fixed $m_\tilde{\chi}_1^0 = 100$ GeV as a function of lifetime $\tau$ is shown in (b). The nominal expected and observed limit contours coincide due to the signal region yield’s high level of agreement with expectation.
FIG. 9. Upper 95% C.L. limits on the signal cross section are shown in (a) for \( m_\chi = 1400 \) GeV and \( m_\chi = 2000 \) GeV as a function of lifetime \( \tau \), for fixed \( \Delta m = 100 \) GeV. Horizontal lines denote the \( \tilde{g} \tilde{g} \) production cross section for the same values of \( m_\chi \), shown with uncertainties on \( \sigma_{\text{NLO+NLL}} \) given by variations of the renormalization and factorization scales, and PDF uncertainties. The 95% C.L. limit as a function of \( \Delta m \) for fixed \( m_\chi = 100 \) GeV as a function of lifetime \( \tau \) is shown in (b). The nominal expected and observed limit contours coincide due to the signal region yield’s high level of agreement with expectation.

FIG. 10. Upper 95% C.L. limits on the signal cross section are shown in (a) for \( m_\chi = 1400 \) GeV and \( m_\chi = 2000 \) GeV as a function of lifetime \( \tau \), for fixed \( \Delta m = 100 \) GeV. Horizontal lines denote the \( \tilde{g} \tilde{g} \) production cross section for the same values of \( m_\chi \), shown with uncertainties on \( \sigma_{\text{theory}} \) given by variations of the renormalization and factorization scale and PDF uncertainties. The 95% C.L. limit as a function of \( \Delta m \) for fixed \( m_\chi = 100 \) GeV as a function of lifetime \( \tau \) is shown in (b). The nominal expected and observed limit contours coincide due to the signal region yield’s high level of agreement with expectation.

shown as a function of \( m_\chi \) and \( m_\tilde{\chi}^0 \) in Fig. 10. For \( m_\tilde{\chi}^0 = 100 \) GeV, gluino masses are excluded below 2.29 TeV at \( \tau = 1 \) ns and below 2.37 TeV at around \( \tau = 0.17 \) ns.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

A search for massive, long-lived particles with decays giving rise to displaced multitrack vertices is performed with 32.8 fb\(^{-1}\) of \( pp \) collisions at \( \sqrt{s} = 13 \) TeV collected
by the ATLAS experiment at the LHC. The search presented is sensitive to models predicting events with significant $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ and at least one displaced vertex with five or more tracks and a visible invariant mass greater than 10 GeV. With an expected background of 0.02$^{+0.03}_{-0.01}$ events, no events in the data sample were observed in the signal region. With results consistent with the background-only hypothesis, exclusion limits are derived for models predicting the existence of such particles, reaching roughly $m_g = 2000$ GeV to 2370 GeV for $m_{\tilde{g}} = 100$ GeV and gluino lifetimes between 0.02 and 10 ns. For a fixed gluino-neutralino mass difference of $\Delta m = 100$ GeV, exclusion limits reach roughly $m_{\tilde{g}} = 1550$ GeV to 1820 GeV for gluino lifetimes between 0.02 and 4 ns.
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